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Mentoring Program - If you have a project, a problem in any woodworking area, these members have volenteered to help.
Give them a call. Frank Tartarmella 802-8989; Eltee Thibodeaux: 436-1997; Ray Kebodeaux: 583-2378. Each have years of
experience and knowledge.

November Meeting Highlights
Our meeting in November was at the shop of Catherine
Dupuis and it is a fine and complete shop.
Dick Trout is now staying at Holly Hill and would
appreciate a visit. You need to call ahead to make arrangements. We also welcome new member Leonardo Ortiz and
some other guests who’s name I did not get.
Becky Farque asked a couple of questions about
shop air filtering systems and there was some considerable
dicussing about doing these yourself rather than buying a
commercial system. The most common and cheapest way is
to add furnace and HEPPA filers to a standard box fan. There
was also discussion regarding face masks. Aaron Andrepont
mentioned the RZ F1 maks available at Stines. You can see
much more about these masks at www.rzmask.com. A twelve
pack costs about $30 while a three pack is about $8. They
are two layered with the outside layer filtering down to 0.1
microns (very fine dust) while the inner layer has activated
carbon to filter fumes from finishing.
While I forgot to bring my phone, Ronnie Kramer
had his and took some photos of the Show and Tell items.
Thanks Ronnie.
Leading off Show and Tell
was J.W. Anderson’s very nice
oval bowl with a lid made of black
walnut and cypress with a poly finish. Ray Kebodeaux brought a
couple of carved gumbo stiring
spoons made of maple and walnut
and unfinished.
Catherine Dupuis showed
off a project she is working on to
refinish an old serving tray. She
described her first attempt and
what she plans for the second.
Catherine eplained that she likes to finish more than build.
But finishing is alsways a part of most builds.She is also in
the process of refinishing a group of dining chairs.
Eltee Thibodeaux showed off a small covered wagon
made of birch plywood and very nicely done. Becky Farque
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showed us a nice oak bowl she turned plus some cute Christmas tree orniments that will be painted.
Aaron Andrepont has finished making his Welcome
sign and it looks great.
For the past few years (except for 2020) we have
had a wonderful Christmas meeting at the Stella Maris
Seafarer’s Center near the Port of Lake Charles and hosted
by Deacon Patrick LaPoint, our long-time Club treasurer.
Each year we met there had wonderful covered dished
brought by members and their spouses.
Unfortunately, the Stella Maris Seafarer’s Center is
still under construction (like my home) after the devistaining
hurricanes of 2020. As the Stella Maris Seafarer’s Center is
not currently available, onnie and Sandy Kramer volunteered
thier home to have the annual Christmas celibration.
Please join us at the Kramer’s and invite your souse
and guests.
Comming Up . . . at the shop/patio/home of Ronnie
and Sandy Kramer. NOTE: The business and Show and
Tell meeting begins at 10:00 A.M., Saturday, December 11,
2021 followed by food! Let the Kramers know what you
may be bringing insofar as food as soon as possble.
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smaller than any of the eight drills tested that included: Dewalt
($135), Makita ($149), Bosch ($154), etc. The M18 pulled
With the giving holidays coming up shortly, what do you need
468 foot pounds of torque in the PF tests. This was about
for your shop or home duties? We went through the Project
Farm (PF) Youtube.com reviews to find the best products half of what the Festool ($544) could do. The video is at the
same link as above.
they tested for 2021.
What you need for Christmas 2021

Project Farm tested 10 different categories of shop/
home tools with several individual items in each category.
The first category was screw driver sets. Screw drivers come
in all sorts of quality and price from many sources. The brands
tested were: PB Swiss, Wiha, Wera, Craftsman, Felo,
Milwaukee and five more. The PB Swiss ($91) and Wiha
($105) were almost exactly what that the tests found to be
the best. You can see the video at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KjZW8O7BpLk.

If you don’t have a good pair of locking pliers in
your tool box, you will soon be purchasing one. Tested were
the Malco Eagle Grip ($44), Stanley Fatmax ($33), Irwin
($12), Craftsman ($14) and several more. The Eagle Grip
torqued out at 1,53 foot pounds, almost doubling the
capability of most of the other brands. In a twisting torque
test, the Eagle Grip performed 25% better than the next best
brand. The video is at the same link as above.

You really need a great pare of channel lock pliers in
your home and shop. PF tested fourteen brands including:
Knipex ($43), Stanley Fatmax ($15), Doyle ($20) and
Channel-Lock ($16) plus several more. None came even
close to the Knipex in terms of grip strength and while it is
about $10 more than the next brand, the Knipex far
outperformed all of the pliers in the tests from PF. The video
is at the same link as above.

Having a small and powerful battery powered screw
driver can be a blessing around the shop or home. PF tested
fifteen brands and found the No Cry ($40) was the best of
the lotgiven price and performance that included Dewalt
($74), Metabo ($59), Milwaukee ($139), Bosch ($87) and
several others. Unlike most of the brands tested, the No Cry
includes variable speed trigger, light, battery indicator and
clutch. The video is at the same link as above.

You really sharp tools for both the shop and home
kitchen. PF tested the Lansky ($70), Wicked Edge System
($900), KME ($225), TSPROF ($380), Tormek T-8
($750), WorkSharp ($130) and so on. The Lansky was far
less expensive, easy and fast and delivered the sharpest edges,
even after serious dulling. The video is at the same link as
above.

If you are in need of a new circular saw blade, check
out the Evolution saw blade (24 tooth). At just $12, the
evolution easily cut through 30 32x six-penny nails driven in
a pine 2x4. The tests included Masterforce ($13), Spyder
($15), and seven more blades. While the test speeds at cutting
through 2x4s and nails in 2x4s, where close, the Evolution
did the best job for the price. The video is at the same link as
above.

If you are driving anywhere this holiday, a good jump
starter can be a life saver. PF tested the Gooloo 4000a
($140), NOCO GB780 ($200), Schumacher DSR Pro
($115), and others. The only one that PF said to even look
at was the Gooloo. It can easily start a ten liter diesel truck
engine, a farm tracktor plus every engine smaller. The Gooloo
2000a ($90) was also highly rated with starting capacity of
up to a 7.5 diesel. But spend the extra $50 and get the big
one. The video is at the same link as above.

There is nothing better for standard measurements
around the shop than a good quality tape measure. PF tested
25 foot tapes under various conditions. The best of the best
was the Dewalt ($33) (Stines has these on sale at the checkout
area in thier Lake Charles store and perhaps other locations
as well) with a straight shooter technology that goes out to
about thirteen feet. After exposing each of the tapes to lots
of grit, sand and dust, the Dewalt performed flawlessly
including the test of wear of the readings on the tape. Other
For battery powered drills, PF’s favorite was the tapes tested were: Klien ($23), Craftsman ($25), Lufkin
Milwaukee M18 ($153). It was more powerful (torque) and
Continues
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What you need for Christmas continues

longer, since carbide is significantly harder than HSS.
Fortunately, the carbide flutes of router bits rarely number
($25), Stanley Fatmax ($23) and six other brands. The video
more than 4, so manufacturing costs are kept reasonable.
is at the same link as above. Check out all of the Farm Project
But due to the number of teeth on a bandsaw blade, putting
videos on Youtube.com as they are entertaining and of course
carbide tips on each tooth adds significantly to the cost of
very informative. Barry Humphus.
the blade (compared to standard steel blades whose teeth
are just cut and ground out of the band stock).
Carbide Tiped Bandsaw Blades
Sooner or later, depending on the type of wood being
cut, pitch and resin builds up on bandsaw blades which causes
friction making them cut less effectively. If the buildup isn’t
removed, the ever increasing friction (and resulting heat) will
began dulling the carbide tips, cutting short the life of the
blade. For cleaning Bandsaw Blades we recommend CMT
Blade & Bit Cleaner. CMT's cleaner requires no rinsing after
it has done its job of loosening baked-on encrustations on
your bandsaw blade - all you do is wipe the blade clean,
leaving a thin film coating that protects against rust and
A carbide tipped blade consists of small pieces of corrosion. From Highland Woodworking edited by Barry
carbide tips brazed onto a backing band. The carbide is then Humphus.
accurately ground to a three sided shape know as a triple
chip pattern. Carbide tipped blades usually have a low toothper-inch count (3 or 4 TPI) and are a useful choice for cutting
thicker stock, handling tasks like ripping and resawing quite
well. In addition, the hook style blade type has deep gullets
between each carbide tooth, which affords plenty of space
for the high volume of dust created, allowing it to be extracted
from the cut efficiently. Most carbide tipped blades will be 1/
2” or more in width and thus work best for straight line cutting
or for cutting very slight curves.
Carbide tipped bandsaw blades have cutting surfaces that
are harder and provide a longer lasting cutting edge than
you'll get with standard steel and carbon-steel based bandsaw
blades. This makes carbide-tipped bandsaw blades a good
choice when cutting wood that is especially hard and dense,
or has abrasive properties, which are found in many exotic
wood species. Because carbide tipped blades stay sharper
longer than carbon based blades, they have a much longer
usable service life than standard bandsaw blades.

While there is no single, do all, “perfect” blade choice
for wood shop bandsaws, when edge cutting durability is a
high priority, a carbide-tipped blade, despite its higher initial
upfront cost compared to standard blades, can be a very
worthwhile choice for woodworkers.
A comparison analogy for carbide having a long life
is found with router bits. A new carbide router bit will not
have edges as sharp as a new HSS router bit. Even though
HSS is more heat tolerant than a carbide cutting edge, a
HSS router bit cutting wood typically dulls way faster than a
carbide bit. The slightly less sharp edge of carbide cuts much
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December Meeting Location
We have the wonderful opportunity to meet at the home/
sop/patio of Ronnie and Sandy Kramer for our annual
Chrismas meeting. Note that it starts at 10:00 A.M. followed
by food.
To get there go South on Nelson Road in Lake
Charles going from I-210 on Nelson Road to Gauthier Rd
and turn right going west. Travel to Big Lake Road and turn
right (north) on to Big Lake Road. The first right on your
right will be Afton Drive. Turn right and go to the next left
(N. Branbury Road). The shop is at the back of 6821 N.
Branbury Road on your right at the second home.
Should you need further instructions, please give them
a call at 337-477-4651.
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6821 N. Branbury Rd. Like some of my woodworking, not to scale.
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